
Intermedial and intersectional contributions of French-
language podcasts to living archives of visual arts

Community archives are created by socially and 

politically minoritised communities to challenge their 

exclusion from state-owned archives. 

These often have a focus on oral archives, which 

empower the interviewee by putting them in control 

(Bourcier, 2020).

Podcasts are an accessible oral archive often created, 

owned and accessed by a community itself; they are 

‘living archives’ (Alto and McKemmish, 2020). 

This non-visual, oral format is used to preserve visual 

arts by discussing historical and present contributions 

from women and Black creators to cinema and art.

Tamzin Elliott, The University of Edinburgh
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Research conducted through interviews with 

podcast creators, community archive volunteers 

and digital archivists. Qualitative methodology let 

us explore power relationships in interviews; 

existing data on podcasts is often quantitative. 

Current literature centres on podcasts in classrooms 

& as language-learning tools (pedagogical 

approach). 
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La Couleur de l’Art

Mélissa Adrianasolo
Podcast est. 2021 discussing the place 

of Black creators in the art industry.

Et si Banksy était une femme ?

Élodie Potente et Popnographe
Podcast est. 2020 discussing 

contributions of women creating street 

art.

Silence ! Elles tournent

Esther Brejon
Podcast est. 2020 discussing the work of 

women directors in international 

cinematic history.

Sorociné

Pauline Mallet
Podcast est. 2018 discussing cinema 

through a progressist and feminist lens.

4) To what extent are the outcomes of 

this interaction significant for the 

way we examine the cultural and 

revolutionary potential of podcasts? 

Identity and media ≠ neutral →

podcasts are subjective, situated 

creations. Their activist roots prove 

there is a role for activism in 

creation, media and 

archiving.

3) What is the contribution of 

these intermedial and 

intersectional interactions to the 

archiving process?

1)  How do the podcast 

creators view their role in the 

creation of living archives?
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BRAVER = “authentic learning about social justice often requires the very qualities of risk, difficulty, 

and controversy that are defined as incompatible with safety” (Arao and Clemens, 2013, p.139)

2) What is the relationship 

between intermediality and 

intersectionality in these 

podcasts?

These interactions are liberatory

and help dismantle dominant 

systems, as all archives should 

(Wright and Laurent, 2021). As 

living archives podcasts can 

inspire ‘braver’ archival 

practices.

Intersectionality = need to recognise 

and actively contribute to social 

transformation (Rice et al., 2019). 

These podcasts have accessible, 

intermedial formats and content to 

enable this change. Intermedial 

approach also opens access

to cultural capital. 
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Podcasts are inseparable from their cultural 

and activist roots: reimagining traditions 

of activist radio and orality in minoritised 

communities = reappropriating archival 

practices for the digital age: the intermedial 

archive.

Podcasters = archivists = activists & 

artists. Podcasts as living archives: the 

result of politics + artistic creation with the 

goal of social transformation. 

Intersectionality and intermediality as tools 

for dismantling power relationships.

Radio Canicule, ‘pirated lesbian 

radio’ on Radio Pleine Lune, 1990-92

2006-present

Oral archives are polyphonic 

and accessible, platforming a 

plurality of voices & 

experiences → written 

archives ≠ most legitimate 

format (Galloway, 2009).
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